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Abstract— As Online Social Networks have become the integral part of our lives, the pros and cons of using them have been 

reflected in the society. On one hand, these online networks are the easiest ways to connect with your peers, communities and 

good for social and professional collaborations; on the other hand, they are the most vulnerable means of spreading rumors, 

threats and gossips within no time. There are several information diffusion algorithms using which the rumors can be shared on 

these mediums. The ways companies target and increase their customer base and sales using these diffusion algorithms, 

similarly rumors and gossips among the communities can also be shared. Some algorithms are deterministic and some are 

stochastic in nature. In this paper, we have reviewed the methods for spreading and blocking the rumors and compared them in 

the context of dynamic social networks. We have categorized the approaches on the basis of various measures and analysed 

their behavioural differences. The impact of several social parameters have also been studied to find the factors which are 

preferable to block the rumors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In online social networks, people create various groups on 

the basis of friendship and other relations to connect with 

other users. These groups are virtual communities, having 

specific common features among the members [1][2]. When 

we visualize these networks as graphs as shown in fig. 1, 

they exhibit sparseness to reflect less inter-community 

interaction and have dense intra- community interactions.  

 
Figure 1: A social Network Graph 

 

Social networks are open in nature; i.e., users can post their 

individual opinions. This leads to the misuse of freedom. To 

prohibit this, various networking sites have applied different 

types of checks to insure the validity of posts. But there are 

still various loopholes in the existing mechanisms. Another 

aspect of social networking sites is, their reliability. If 

malicious rumors are flooded over it, social network will not 

be considered as a reliable source of information. The 

primary strength of Social networks is rapid spreading of 

information throughout the network. But, considering rumors 

and valuable information same would be the problem. So we 

need to analyse the structure of network and the central 

nodes of that network which define how quick the 

information can be diffused throughout the network. 

Centrality can be a measure to find out the influential 

capabilities of nodes or edges in a network [3][4]. We can 

find influential nodes and restrict them using various 

properties like degree, closeness and between-ness centrality, 

diffusion mechanisms, anti-rumor techniques etc.  

 

In the social network environment, as the network grows the 

distances between the nodes keep increasing. To address this 

situation we can perform clustering and apply various 

algorithms to find various influential nodes. If any message 

is passed through the central node, the chances of quick 

diffusion of the message would always be higher [5]. For 

example, in Facebook, a person having more number of 

friends has a larger network to influence. On Twitter or 

Instagram, if a celebrity having more followers, tweets or 

posts a photo, it immediately becomes a national news. This 

news has the power to start a world level campaign like 

#metoo, which ultimately empowered the women giving 

them a platform to raise their voices against the oppression. 

Any unauthentic news, like rumor about Ayodhya, is capable 

of setting up the religious riots. So we also need to find all 
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those influential nodes which may or may not have the 

tendency of centrality, but are capable enough to affect the 

network flow. 
 

In [6], authors have emphasised on various reliability issues 

and challenges of social networks. Their main focus is to 

utilize this information diffusion, online communication 

datasets for future research.  
 

In a network if a link is deleted, it can disconnect the 

communication between various nodes and can make the 

network disjoint too. In [7], authors used a probabilistic way 

to delete links for identifying the critical nodes behind the 

information spread. They provide a weight called 

contribution value to every node in proportion to their bridge 

detection capability. They claim their method to be faster 

than the existing algorithms by showing the experimental 

results found by Blog, Enron and Road networks, 

respectively. In [8], a marginal decrement perspective is 

considered to minimize the rumor propagation. The approach 

aims at edges but blocks nodes to reduce the flow of rumor. 

In [9], an algorithm using community structure is proposed 

to find the potential nodes in social networks. The algorithm 

is parameter free and based on label propagation. The results 

on synthetic and real-world networks under common 

diffusion models demonstrate its efficiency. The influence of 

a node does not depends only upon its neighbors but also the 

distance between two nodes. Shortest path distance is a good 

measure of weighting the connectivity. In [10], a gravity 

centrality index is used to measure the node’s influence on 

network. The experiments prove it to be better than various 

centrality measures.  
 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we 

define rumors and categorize them according to their feature 

like life span, content etc., Section III contains a taxonomy of 

the reviewed literature. In Section IV details of related works 

has been given and various categories of blocking algorithms 

are explained and their impact is described. Finally Section V 

concludes the paper.  
  

II. RUMORS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Rumors can be defined as unverified information while 

posting. Rumors may or may not contain truth but cannot be 

trusted as they were not verified while posting. We can 

categorize rumors on various categories according to their 

veracity, durability, degree of credibility, textual content, 

spreading and mitigation behavior etc. 
 

In [11], a temporal classification is given. Rumors may be (i) 

Long-standing rumors: which persist with significance 

without being established as truth, (ii) Emerging rumors: 

which are unseen. So this is a necessity for every rumor 

detection and blocking model to be able to automatically 

identify unseen rumors for which there is no training data 

available. 

In [12], a consequence based classification is discussed, i.e. 

(i) Wish rumors: the consequence of their spread are hopes, 

(ii) Dread rumors: the consequences are disappointment and 

fear, and (iii) Wedge-driving rumors: consequences are 

hatred and polarization of society. 

On the basis of veracity rumors can be classified as true, 

false and unverified [13].   
 

III. TAXONOMY OF ALGORITHMS FOR RUMOR 

BLOCKING 
 

As our behavioural psychology drives us to trust our friends’ 

opinion on Facebook and other social networking sites, 

various malicious news are bombarded there, with the 

intention to spread negative publicity or influence harmony 

of the communities. In this paper we try to review all the 

mechanisms used for stopping such rumors and classify them 

differently using their impact on online social networks. 
 

We can categorize the algorithms on the basis of nodes, 

links, community structure, spreading counter messages etc. 

We subcategorize the algorithms based on nodes and links on 

the basis of considering different measures for centrality and 

non-centrality. A single element or multiple elements can be 

identified on the basis of weights assigned to them. For 

example, in community structure, various centrality measure 

approaches are used to find the influential node but rarely 

have any approach considered the community as dynamic. 

Since in social networks, every individual participant is free 

to join or leave the community or media, the vagueness of 

network keeps affecting the centrality measure. This 

vagueness can be quantified and used as a measure. We can 

define the taxonomy of algorithms using categorization 

shown in fig. 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Taxonomy of Rumor Blocking Algorithms 
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IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Apart from communication, social networking sites are used 

for marketing purposes by various business organizations 

and for promoting the content available on internet as well. 

In [14], the first study on influencing the customers using 

social network was described. Influence maximization 

approach given in [15] was based on greedy algorithms. 

Though the maximization of information flood was the first 

research area on which studies were focusing, the counter 

part of such approaches are also useful for minimizing the 

malignant and useless information. The following 

subsections brief about various approaches to reduce the 

rumors in social networks. 

 

A. Centrality based approaches 

In a graph, if a node or an edge has tendency of being central 

to the graph, its influence on the graph would be maximal. 

Among various centrality measures like Betweenness, degree 

and closeness centrality, gravity centrality, Jordan centrality 

and eigenvector centrality are also used to find the central 

entities. In [10] gravity centrality index of a node x is 

calculated using equation 1: 

 

 ( )   ∑
  ( )  ( )

   
      

                   … (1) 

where, y node is maximum r (radius) hops distant from x, dxy 

is shortest distance between nodes x and y, and ks is k-shell 

index of a node. 

 

In [16], Jordan centrality of a node is defined as  

 ( )  
 

        (   ) 
                   … (2) 

 

A node which has the smallest maximum distance to other 

contaminated and recovered nodes is Jordan central node. 

There may be multiple Jordan central nodes in a graph. 

 

Eigenvector centrality of a node can be defined as a sum of 

degree centrality of all its neighbors [17]. A relative 

centrality index of node x can be defined as  
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where, c is a constant and axy is the adjacency value between 

x and y. 

 

1) Nodes 

In [18], a diffusion model is proposed to identify both positive 

and negative information influencing nodes. A greedy 

algorithm is used to find the set of positive influences so that 

the impact of negative influences can be reduced. In [19], a 

least cost algorithm for blocking the rumors is investigated. A 

minimal number of ‘protector’ nodes are used to stop the bad 

influence. A protection cascade is triggered to counter the 

rumor cascade. A set of protector nodes is identified to 

minimize the rumors in the neighborhood. Both one-activate-

one and one-activate-many models have been theoretically 

analysed in the paper. In [20], a greedy algorithm is proposed 

which is based on maximum marginal gain concept. The 

algorithm is comparable with various centrality measure 

approaches. It is assumed that only few nodes get affected by 

rumors. K-uninfected nodes are used to minimize this 

influence using a greedy algorithm without giving a 

theoretical basis. Like degree, betweenness and closeness 

centrality, gravity centrality is used to find the central 

indexing in a network [10]. This measures performed better 

than other centrality measures. In [21], a randomized 

algorithm is proposed to block the rumors using the concept 

of reverse tuple for sampling. 

 

2) Edges 

In [22], an edge betweenness measure is compared with the 

node centrality. The edge betweenness approach is proved to 

be more cost effective than other centrality measures. It is 

also stated that removal of a node makes another node 

important, hence discarding the node centrality measures. In 

[23], a contamination minimization approach is used to delete 

a limited number of edges in social network to stop rumors. 

The containment degree is calculated using influence degree 

of nodes. In [24], flu control problem is abstracted into edge 

deletion problem. The problem is shown to be super modular 

under the linear threshold model. A scalable algorithm is 

designed to delete the edge with approximation guarantees. In 

[25], another scalable algorithms is proposed to optimize a 

key graph parameter like eigenvalue to solve dissemination 

problems and find edges to be deleted for rumor blocking. In 

[8], a rumor spread minimization approach is used to reduce 

the rumor spread value, which is probability of a node being 

activated by the influential seed node.  A heuristic algorithm 

is used to calculate the functions value. In [26], a contagion 

blocking approach in social networks is applied by identifying 

edges to be removed from a network. Various problems for 

contagion spread minimization are formulated and found to 

be efficiently solvable. In [27], limited number of links are 

blocked to reduce the rumor spreading. If a rumor diffuses 

through the network under the independent cascade model, a 

combinatorial optimization approach is used to identify k 

links to minimize this spreading. In [28], a mixed 

generalization model is used for infection control which uses 

nodes and edges into account. 

 

3) Community Structure 

In [29], two competing campaigns are studied simultaneously 

which spread rumor and truth in a social network. A subset of 

individuals is identified which spread truth such that majority 

of individual adopt the true news rather than being misled by 

rumors. This problem is shown to be NP-hard and a greedy 

algorithm is used to solve approximate results. In [21], a 
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randomized approximation algorithm is used to identify k 

seed users to trigger the spread of a positive cascaded 

information to maximize the number of users not influenced 

by rumors. In [30], an algorithm to reduce rumors in dynamic 

graphs is proposed. In this algorithm, seed users are selected 

using an adaptive strategy using dynamic independent 

cascade model. 

 

B. Anti-Rumor based approaches 

Rumor can be combatted with rumor-like anti-rumor 

messages. Various rumor spreading models like Susceptible 

Infected Recovered model, Susceptible Infected Susceptible 

model and Independent Cascade (IC) model are used for 

spreading anti-rumors. In [31][32], three independent 

cascade model based anti-rumor approaches were proposed to 

control the rumors from spreading throughout the network. 

The first model called Delayed Start Model assumes that there 

is a delay between a node being infected and its detection. 

From the pool of all infected nodes at a moment only one 

node is selected to spread the anti-rumor message. The 

message propagates through the neighboring nodes. The 

second model named Beacon Model selects multiple agent 

nodes called beacons on the basis of connectivity, trust, and 

specific topics and makes them in charge of spreading anti-

rumor message, thus reduces the delay and speeds up the anti-

rumor spreading. Finally the Neighborhood Model allows any 

node take decisions regarding combating rumors. It was 

analysed that the rumor spreading gets reduced by 60% using 

the Beacon model.  

 

In [33], an IBM problem of rumor minimization is solved by 

finding the positive influencers and diffusing positive 

information to block negative ones. A cascaded simultaneous 

diffusion called Multi-Campaign Independent Cascade 

Model is used to achieve this. In [29], a counter-campaign is 

used to limit the rumors using predictive hill climbing 

approach. Given the states of few nodes, states of all the 

nodes are predicted first and then hill climbing approach is 

used to choose the influences. The algorithm has the ability 

to learn parameters with missing data as well. This problem 

is proved to be NP-Hard and a feasible exact solution is not 

possible. In [34], linear threshold and independent cascade 

were combined to create a model. It was concluded that in 

large communities few highly influential nodes should be 

used to spread true information. In case of large number of 

influential nodes selection, the method is capable of 

minimizing rumor spread in small communities. 

 

C. Vaccination approaches 

In [35] a social vaccination mechanism called Pulse 

Vaccination for Rumor Control is discussed, which is 

borrowed from epidemic model. They identify the 

vaccination population at every time interval for repeated 

vaccination and thus control the rumor. Their assumption is 

that a vaccinated user can not catch or spread a particular 

rumor again. They have considered the dynamic nature of 

social networks and identify different groups of influencing 

individuals after every time interval. The influencing 

capability of a node has been found using equation 2 

 

   ( )    ( )        ∑
   

                    ... (2) 

where,    ( ) is the influential capability of individual node 

x at time t,  ( )  is rumor attraction factor,     is the 

probability of acceptance of node y on x,    is a set of nodes 

directly connected to x.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we briefly studied various rumor diffusion and 

blocking mechanisms. Though, blocking rumors or 

maximizing truth is a NP-Hard problem, most of the 

algorithms use greedy approach to solve it. The centrality 

measure is used to identify seed nodes and influential links in 

almost all the approaches. Counter-campaigning is an 

effective way to stop rumors. This approach advertises the 

positive news to reduce the flow of negative information. 

There is still a need to find effective rumor blocking 

algorithms for dynamic social networks.  
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